
Summer 2 2022

In CL, we will focus on giving 

attention to others when they are 

speaking and developing our 

questioning skills by 

‘interviewing’  Goldilocks and the 

Wolf.  

In PD, we will continue to 
develop our physical skills 
through athletics and our 
much loved Cosmic Kids 

yoga sessions. 

In PSED, we will discuss the feelings of 
the ‘Owl Babies’ and our own feelings 
during similar situations. We will talk 

about rules and link these discussions to 
traditional tales, thinking about 

Goldilocks going into the Bears house and 
Red Riding Hood being out by herself.

In UW, we will learn about nocturnal animals 
and the different animals that live in a 
woodland environment. We will explore 

different natural materials and use these to 
create a suitable bed for Goldilocks or house for 

the Three Little Pigs. We will also learn some 
Bible stories in RE.

In EAD, we will continue to develop our creativity skills 
in many different ways! 

We will develop our singing and music skills through a 
variety of traditional tale songs.

We will have a great time in FOREST SCHOOLS 
learning about the art form – Hapazome, which is a style 

of printing using flowers.

In Literacy, we will begin by learning about another animal –

Owls, through the story ‘OWL BABIES’. We will learn about where 

owls live and use this setting to then learn about other stories 

set in the woods. We will explore a variety of traditional tales 

such as ‘GOLDILOCKS AND THE THREE BEARS’, ‘LITTLE RED 

RIDING HOOD’ and ‘THE THREE LITTLE PIGS’. 

In Maths, we will continue to develop our knowledge of number through 
NCETM Maths. We will use our 5 and 10 frame to explore numbers to 10.

We will use the characters from the stories we are learning about to explore 
size, position, weight and capacity. We will even explore time by playing 

‘What’s the time Mr Wolf?’



Topic Tasters!

Word Aware words we will use 
in our learning:

Woodland Instructions
Forest Note
Nocturnal Letter
Nature Poster
Discussion Directions
Debate Invitation
Questioning List
Speech bubble Adjective
Story map Sequence
Apology Route

We will continue to 
develop our 

understanding of different 
feelings and emotions and 
will be using words such 

as…

Traditional Tales are essential stories for childhood. They are more than just happily 
ever after, they discuss real moral lessons. They not only captivate the imagination of 
young minds, but also enhances their creativity and reasoning skills. A child learns so 

much by simply listening to these amazing stories.
“If you want your children to be intelligent, read them fairy tales. If you want them 

to be more intelligent, read them more fairy tales.” ― Albert Einstein
How many Traditional Tales can you read as a family?

afraid

optimistic

worried

curious

brave

inquisitive

anxious

Did you know…a 
nocturnal animal sleeps 

during the day and 
wakes up at night? 

What nocturnal animals 
can you think of?


